
WHY CONSIDER THE RELIABILITY OF THE BIBLE? 
1 Corinthians 15:1-4; 14-19 et al • June 20&21, 2015  

Idea: The Bible invites and welcomes careful consideration. 
 

Intro: There are several reasons for having a series about the trustworthiness of the Bible. One 
is to educate us as to why the Bible is worthy of our trust and attention. Many Christians are 
unaware of what the Bible says about itself and why it is deserving of our careful study. A 
second reason, is to deepen our practical dependence upon the Bible as our only guide for 
faith and life. Thirdly, this series should help us to share our faith more effectively with others 
since questions about the reliability of the Bible often come up when unbelievers hear the 
Gospel.  

Unhappily, contemporary culture is very conducive to misinformation regarding the 
integrity of the Bible. In our digital world we want our proofs packaged in sound bites and text 
messages. Careful thought and reflection are not the characteristics of our smart phone world. 
A few alleged and unchallenged facts from a “leading scholar” sprinkled through a five-minute 
interview or a PBS “documentary” on the “real Jesus” is sufficient to confirm the unbelief of 
many. Yet understanding the nature and claims of the Bible require far more than fleeting 
thought.  

Add to that the fact that increasingly fewer people have read the Bible or have any 
significant familiarity with its content. According to a recent Barna survey, the percentage of 
Americans who consider the Bible to be “just another book of teachings written by men that 
contains stories and advice” has doubled in the last three years. Only 37% of our population 
report reading the Bible once a week or more.  Survey statistics show that in recent years 
fewer people are likely to view the Scripture as sacred. 

 

A couple of suggestions for this series: 
 Be prepared for a lot of information. Notes will be posted online. 
            Be patient, complex questions are not resolved with simple answers. 

This message will serve as an introduction to the series. 
 

Seven Assumptions of this Series: 
1. God exists. 

a. This is a philosophical assumption that requires a discussion different than we are 
pursuing in this series. The question we are pursuing here is, “Has the God who 
exists communicated with human beings through the Bible?” 
 

2. Orthodox Christian belief is a revealed religion which accepts the Bible alone as the 
revelation of truth from and about God.  
 

3. Conversion to Orthodox Christian belief is ultimately the result of spiritual 
regeneration brought about by the Holy Spirit and not the result of the deductions of 
human reason.   

a. In regeneration, the dead heart (Eph. 2:1) is made alive and the blinded mind is 
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given sight (2 Cor. 4:4-6).  This does not imply that Christian faith is unreasonable 
but that belief itself is not finally generated by reason. 

b. The final message in this series will explain this more fully. 
 

4. Conversion to Orthodox Christian belief that results from regeneration is not mere 
acknowledgment of historical facts but the appropriation of personal faith in those 
facts. 
 

5. Every person of every persuasion has faith assumptions. 
 

6. Every person will choose, consciously or not, to trust some source to support their 
faith assumptions.  

a. It may be themselves, the teaching of another person or ideas contained in a 
philosophical or religious document of some kind. 
 

7. No human being is capable of purely objective reasoning, in other words, no one 
thinks for themselves. Every person is deeply conditioned and influenced by their 
genetic makeup, their social and cultural exposure and by their personal experiences. 
Regardless of intellectual capacity and educational opportunities, all persons have a 
biased perception of all they encounter. Social scientists have identified scores of 
cognitive biases to which we are all susceptible and from which no one is immune. (One 
list I found contained almost two hundred such biases.) 

a. After listing the “Ten Non-Commandments” compiled by atheists, Steve Siebold 
concludes, “And there's your moral code. No need to carve it in stone or hand it 
down from a mountain. Did we ever really need a supernatural being or a book to 
tell us these things? I think we'll be just fine on our own. All we need to do is start 
thinking for ourselves.” 12.24.2014 

b. This [thinking for ourselves] is precisely what human beings cannot do.   
 
We will revisit and expand on some these assumptions during the series. 

Five reasons we should carefully consider the reliability of the Bible: 
 
I. The Bible Is The Basis Of Christian Faith 

A. Now when they had passed through Amphipolis and Apollonia, they came to 
Thessalonica, where there was a synagogue of the Jews.  And Paul went in, as was his 
custom, and on three Sabbath days he reasoned with them from the Scriptures, 
explaining and proving that it was necessary for the Christ to suffer and to rise from the 
dead, and saying, “This Jesus, whom I proclaim to you, is the Christ.” Acts 17:1-4 

B. Now a Jew named Apollos, a native of Alexandria, came to Ephesus. He was an 
eloquent man, competent in the Scriptures. . . . he spoke and taught accurately the 
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things concerning Jesus . . . . for he powerfully refuted the Jews in public, showing by 
the Scriptures that the Christ was Jesus.  Acts 18:24,25, 28 

C. Now I would remind you, brothers, of the gospel I preached to you, which you 
received, in which you stand, and by which you are being saved, if you hold fast to the 
word I preached to you--unless you believed in vain. For I delivered to you as of first 
importance what I also received: that Christ died for our sins in accordance with the 
Scriptures, that he was buried, that he was raised on the third day in accordance with 
the Scriptures. 1 Corinthians 15:1-4 

D. Christianity stands or falls on the truth concerning Jesus, and thus it also stands or 
falls on the authority and truthfulness of the Bible. What you believe about historical 
truth defines what you believe about Jesus Christ. Without the revealed truths of the 
New Testament, there is no Christianity, just superstitions and fantasies about Jesus.  Al 
Mohler  

 

II. The Bible Makes Radical Truth Claims 
A. There is a God who is the only true God 

1. “Remember this and stand firm, 
    recall it to mind, you transgressors, 
9     remember the former things of old; 
for I am God, and there is no other; 
    I am God, and there is none like me, 
10 declaring the end from the beginning 
    and from ancient times things not yet done, 
saying, ‘My counsel shall stand, 
    and I will accomplish all my purpose,’  Isaiah 46:8-10 

B. This one true God created all things  

1. The God who made the world and everything in it, being Lord of heaven 
and earth, does not live in temples made by man, nor is he served by human 
hands, as though he needed anything, since he himself gives to all mankind life 
and breath and everything. Acts 17:24, 25 

C. All people are sinners and deserving the judgment of God 
1. What then? Are we Jews any better off? No, not at all. For we have already 
charged that all, both Jews and Greeks, are under sin, as it is written: 

“None is righteous, no, not one; 
    no one understands; 
    no one seeks for God.  Romans 3:9-11 

D. The true God sent his eternal and coequal Son, Jesus, to live as a human, to suffer 
to death under for the sins of people and to rise again. He is the only way of salvation. 

1. Truly, truly, I say to you, whoever hears my word and believes him who 
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sent me has eternal life. He does not come into judgment, but has passed from 
death to life.  John 5:24 

2. Jesus said to him, “I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one comes 
to the Father except through me.” John 14:6 

E. All people will live eternally in the joy of heaven or in the torment of hell. 

1. Whoever believes in the Son has eternal life; whoever does not obey the 
Son shall not see life, but the wrath of God remains on him. John 3:36 

2. And if anyone's name was not found written in the book of life, he was 
thrown into the lake of fire.  Revelation 20:15 

F. These claims among many others in the Bible border on the absurd if they are not 
true. 

 

III. The Bible Makes Specific Historical Claims (adds meaning) 
A. The Bible is filled with thousands of references to specific events, people and 
places. 

B. The Bible itself contains the implicit invitation to consider the reliability of 
Scripture! 

1. And if Christ has not been raised, then our preaching is in vain and your 
faith is in vain. We are even found to be misrepresenting God, because we 
testified about God that he raised Christ, whom he did not raise if it is true that 
the dead are not raised. For if the dead are not raised, not even Christ has been 
raised. And if Christ has not been raised, your faith is futile and you are still in 
your sins.  Then those also who have fallen asleep in Christ have perished.  If in 
Christ we have hope in this life only, we are of all people most to be pitied. 1 
Corinthians 15:14-19 

a) Paul is saying everything about the Christian Gospel depends on its 
historical accuracy. If the resurrection of Jesus did not take place, Christian 
faith and ministry is a sham. 

C. It’s fair game to raise questions about the Bible’s accuracy concerning sin, 
salvation, miracles, Jesus, etc. It’s fair game precisely because the Bible makes 
audacious claims that, if true, change everything. And it’s fair game because the Bible 
places these claims in history. Indeed, the Bible is the only major sacred text that 
subjects itself to historical verification. It’s the only major sacred text that puts itself at 
risk. And Jesus is at the center of those claims and that risk. Daniel Wallace  

 

IV.  The Bible Is Routinely Discredited In Contemporary Media 

A. In 1985 the Jesus Seminar was founded to, in their words, “renew the quest for 
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the historical Jesus and to report the result to the general public.” Among other things, 
they concluded that only 18 percent of what Jesus said and 16 percent of what Jesus did 
as recorded in the New Testament Gospels is authentic. In addition to publishing books 
and doing interviews, they travel to many communities and present their work to the 
public as they did in Redding a few years ago. 

B. Around 2000, the rise of the so called “New Athiests” led by Christopher Hitchens, 
Sam Harris, Daniel Dennett and Richard Dawkins filled was accompanied by publication 
of several books as well as interviews, public lectures and debates decrying both belief 
in God and any sacred texts that promote such belief. 

1. Harris, Sam. The End of Faith: Religion, Terror, and the Future of Reason 
(New York: Norton, 2004). 

2. Hitchens, Christopher. God is Not Great: How Religion Poisons Everything 
(New York: Twelve, 2007). 

C. Either God is a monster, condemning people to eternal torture for being what he 
made them, or the Bible—with its endless contradictions, its magicians turning sticks 
into snakes, its celebration of slavery and genocide—was not handed down by a deity.  
Kurt Eichenwald, Newsweek, May 5, 2015 

D. Isn't it time we questioned the entire Bible? The Bible is a book of symbolic 
literature. It's a fusion of stories, ideas, chronologies, and traditions woven together 
over at least 1,000 years. The authors, editors and the massive organization of people 
that followed set out to control the world through their view of morality under the 
threat of eternal damnation for noncompliance, and it worked. This wouldn't be 
surprising 2,000 or even 200 years ago, but in 2014 it's almost unbelievable. Steve 
Siebold, Huffington Post, December 24, 2014 
 

V. The Reliability of the Bible Is Essential for Sharing Our Faith with Others 

A. Upon hearing the Gospel, any sensible person will ask (and should) themselves 
the question, “Is it true.” 

B. As Christians we ought to be able to explain to unbelievers why we think the Bible 
is true.  

C. . . . but in your hearts honor Christ the Lord as holy, always being prepared to 
make a defense to anyone who asks you for a reason for the hope that is in you; yet do 
it with gentleness and respect. . .  1 Peter 3:15 

 
CONCLUSION: Do not fear hard questions about the Bible! The Bible invites scrutiny and can 
stand up to it.  
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